Challenges of pain control and the role of the ambulatory pain specialist in the outpatient surgery setting
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Abstract: Ambulatory surgery is on the rise, with an unmet need for optimum pain control in ambulatory surgery centers worldwide. It is important that there is a proportionate increase in the availability of acute pain-management services to match the rapid rise of clinical patient load with pain issues in the ambulatory surgery setting. Focus on ambulatory pain control with its special challenges is vital to achieve optimum pain control and prevent morbidity and mortality. Management of perioperative pain in the ambulatory surgery setting is becoming increasingly complex, and requires the employment of a multimodal approach and interventions facilitated by ambulatory surgery pain specialists, which is a new concept. A focused ambulatory pain specialist on site at each ambulatory surgery center, in addition to providing safe anesthesia, could intervene early once problematic pain issues are recognized, thus preventing emergency room visits, as well as readmissions for uncontrolled pain. This paper reviews methods of acute-pain management in the ambulatory setting with risk stratification, the utilization of multimodal interventions, including pharmacological and nonpharmacological options, opioids, nonopioids, and various routes with the goal of preventing delayed discharge and unexpected hospital admissions after ambulatory surgery. Continued research and investigation in the area of pain management with outcome studies in acute surgically inflicted pain in patients with underlying chronic pain treated with opioids and the pattern and predictive factors for pain in the ambulatory surgical setting is needed.
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Introduction

Pain is a critical component of patient management that often not only consists of physical disability but also necessitates care to address the psychological, emotional, and economic strain it places on patients and their caretakers. It places a significant economic strain on society in the form of disability, loss in productivity, and healthcare costs.¹ Moderate-to-severe pain continues to be experienced by up to 70 percent of patients after surgery.²⁻⁴ Optimum management of pain is crucial in the outpatient as well as in the inpatient surgery setting. Ambulatory surgery is on the rise in the US. In fact, there has been more than 100% increase in the number of ambulatory surgery centers since 1990 in the US.⁵ Perioperative pain control is vital, since ineffective pain control can lead to increased morbidity and mortality.⁶ Optimum pain control in the ambulatory setting is complex and challenging, and includes the implementation of interventions to manage and prevent flare-ups in patients with a history of preexisting chronic pain and in those with a history of substance abuse. Uncontrolled pain...
and nausea are the two most common reasons for delayed discharge and unexpected admissions to the hospital, necessitating the focus on control of pain in the ambulatory setting leading to an implementation of opioid-sparing analgesia in ambulatory surgery.\(^7\,9\)

Nausea and respiratory depression are common side effects of pain medications, so prevention and management of side effects of nausea and respiratory depression are essential as well. The challenges of pain control in ambulatory pain control have become increasingly recognized in recent times,\(^1\,2\,10\) and research on solutions to provide adequate pain control in ambulatory surgery centers is ongoing.

**Challenges for the ambulatory care pain specialist**

It is important to provide safe and optimum pain management for ambulatory surgery patients preoperatively, intraoperatively, and postoperatively for their acute-pain issues, ensure prevention of pain flare-ups and withdrawal syndromes, and ensure safe discharge from the ambulatory surgery center. Effective analgesia can often be achieved with medications causing less nausea and/or with utilization of regional anesthesia techniques in conjunction with nonopioid therapies. Traditional sections of the division of a pain service in medical centers include acute-pain service, regional or block service, and a chronic-pain service, but not an ambulatory pain service in ambulatory surgery centers. These services could be facilitated by the presence of an ambulatory care pain specialist overseeing a clinical program for pain control in every ambulatory surgery center, who is a practicing anesthesiologist on site with a special interest in pain management at the ambulatory surgery center, which is a new concept. By virtue of clinical training, orientation, and experience through daily clinical practice at the ambulatory surgery center, the ambulatory pain-management specialist would be particularly suited to address the unmet needs of ambulatory pain management in the unique setting of ambulatory surgery, where the majority of surgery is performed in the US. The ambulatory pain-management specialist could typically take care of patients in the ambulatory surgery center, providing safe anesthesia to patients with a history of pain-control issues, substance abuse, and chronic pain. The ambulatory pain specialist would work to provide safe and optimum pain management preoperatively, intraoperatively, and postoperatively for acute-pain issues of patients at the same time, preventing pain flare-ups and withdrawal syndromes, thereby ensuring safe discharge from the ambulatory surgery center.

In addition to having direct oversight of clinical trainees in the operating rooms and being a resource offering consultation for optimum perioperative pain control for patients undergoing ambulatory surgery, the ambulatory pain specialist would be in charge of the clinical program of ambulatory pain control in each ambulatory center, oversee quality-of-care initiatives to intervene early, oversee implementation of a treatment plan for pain at the ambulatory surgery center in patients with complex pain issues, and prompt intervention to control nausea and vomiting and prevention of pain flare-ups and withdrawal symptoms in patients who are opioid-dependent and taking part in substance-abuse programs. The ambulatory pain specialist would also oversee the formulation of clinical protocols in an ambulatory postanesthesia care unit (PACU), which is designed to improve teaching as well as patient satisfaction.

Setting standards of care for the treatment of pain at the ambulatory surgery center by the pain specialist would include the identification of patients at increased risk of perioperative pain and the implementation of a broad and cost-effective multimodal analgesia protocol, as well as instituting other rescue interventions when the implemented plan falls short. Goals are to be identified. These could include preoperative chronic pain, reduction of opioid exposure, prevention of hyperalgesia, and the minimization of side effects and risks from nonopioids. Laying out plans for additional analgesics in the recovery room, rescue blockade, and postoperative regional anesthetic blocks would be helpful. Additional preoperative and postoperative contingencies may be employed for patients with higher than baseline risk. Gerbershagen et al studied whether the severity of preoperative chronic pain was a good predictor of acute postoperative pain in patients who had undergone radical prostatectomy.\(^11\) The study observed that patients with greater preoperative chronic pain complained of more intense acute pain postoperatively. Additional contingencies could include intravenous acetaminophen, increased-potency opioids, such as oxycodone, or supplemental regional techniques for patients with uncontrolled pain or opioid tolerance, where a two- to threefold increase in opioid requirement can be seen.

Pain-management medications are often abused, which complicates the management of pain in the ambulatory setting. Substance abuse and opioid addiction is on the rise, and patients with substance abuse can pose a supreme challenge...
for pain control. Prescription pain-management medications are often abused and used nonmedically, which complicates the management of pain in the ambulatory setting. The abuse of prescription drugs, such as opioids, stimulants, such as amphetamine–dextramphetamine and methylphenidate, and central nervous system depressants, such as benzodiazepines, has grown to epidemic proportions.12,13

An ambulatory care pain specialist could ensure that patients with a history of substance abuse and opioid dependence who are undergoing treatment for substance abuse (such as methadone and buprenorphine) do not develop substance-withdrawal syndromes or pain flare-ups, while receiving optimum pain control, thereby facilitating safe discharge. Long-term administration of opioids may necessitate an increase in the dosage of opioids needed to maintain the appropriate level of analgesia.

Studies with human subjects suggest that patients who are maintained on methadone are hyperalgesic in comparison to individuals who were previously addicted14 and significantly more hyperalgesic than control subjects.15,16 An increasing number of studies suggest that long-term use of opioids causes changes in pain sensitivity. It has been seen that patients abusing or addicted to opioids presenting for ambulatory surgery will often have coexisting psychiatric disorders. For instance, patients addicted to heroin have an increased prevalence of personality disorders, anxiety, psychosis, and depression.17,18

The ambulatory pain specialist would be available for consultation by surgeons and anesthesiologists on a daily basis to review cases and assist in providing safe and optimum pain management for all patients. The ambulatory care specialist would also be responsible for advanced pain care in both the preoperative holding areas and PACUs. Endoscopic procedures, such as gastroduodenoscopy, ultrasound, colonoscopies, and endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography performed for stones or for cancer of the gastrointestinal system, such as pancreatic cancer, and other imaging studies are now often performed as outpatient procedures in patients with painful states, potentially increasing the need for ambulatory pain specialists and pain control in ambulatory surgery centers. Advanced pain care and multidisciplinary communication and coordination may be needed in patients with implanted intrathecal drug-delivery systems, which deliver intrathecal opioids and other medications, as well as patients with implanted dorsal column stimulators who are to undergo surgery in the ambulatory surgery center with a history of pain-control issues, substance abuse, and chronic pain. This systematic approach in the ambulatory surgery center would decrease the rate of delayed discharge from the PACU and unanticipated hospital admissions, and improve pain outcomes in ambulatory surgery centers (Table 1).

**Real-world challenges in implementing the change to include the role of the ambulatory pain specialist**

The implementation of the change to integrate an ambulatory pain specialist is associated with real-world challenges. The integration of an ambulatory pain specialist into an ambulatory surgery center is a necessary but not an easy task. It involves clinical, economic, and noneconomic integration. This would entail detailed planning, assessment of human resources, and financial considerations by physicians and hospital management. The clinical integration of any new clinical program, such as the integration of an ambulatory pain specialist, would need good hospital–physician relationships, be executed with care as a collaborative arrangement, and with evaluation of every minute detail, including discussions on cost of staffing, acquisition of special training requirements, and skills.19

The integration of an ambulatory pain could also potentially impact on the requirement of future skills needed in ambulatory or general anesthesiologists to provide optimum postoperative pain control, with the current shift toward greater numbers of patients undergoing surgery as outpatients than inpatients.
In addition, the feasibility of a single pain specialist to provide the bandwidth for all advanced regional anesthesia and pain planning in an ambulatory surgery center needs to be analyzed for each ambulatory center. Perhaps the ambulatory pain specialist in larger ambulatory surgery centers would need assistance from other anesthesiologists in the group with a special interest in pain control as well.

**Pain is subjective**

It is important to work to develop a systematic approach to the subjective phenomenon of pain in the ambulatory surgery center. The International Association for the Study of Pain states that actual or potential damage to tissues can lead to emotional and sensory experiences. It is important then to understand that both sensory and emotional experiences that are unpleasant need to be addressed. Pain is subjective, with varying thresholds in different individuals. Pain appears to have a sociopsychobiological perspective, and it is important to understand this to achieve optimum pain control.21

Unpleasant sensory and emotional experiences (pain) are felt with the same afferent nociceptive impulse, which in the somatosensory cortex enables the patient to feel the sensation of pain while eliciting an emotional response at the limbic structures. There could thus be a demarcation between nociception, pain, and suffering according to the biopsychological model of pain proposed by Mack et al.23

It is important also to make the distinction between several pain states that are encountered in patients presenting for surgery in the ambulatory care setting. Pain control depends greatly on individual pain states, the pain characteristics, and the injury or surgical insult, all of which result in making the experience of pain a very subjective phenomenon.24

**Postoperative pain is a common reason for unanticipated hospital admission after outpatient surgery**

It is important to understand the pattern and predicting factors of postoperative pain in the ambulatory surgery setting in order to provide optimal pain control and prevent delayed discharges and unanticipated hospital admission. The pattern and predicting factors for severe pain were studied in a prospective study involving 10,008 consecutive ambulatory surgical patients. It was seen that certain types of surgery and body mass index were significant predictors of pain in the recovery room. For example, of the surgeries studied, orthopedic patients had the highest incidence of severe pain, at 16.1%, while urologic, general, and plastic surgery had 13.4%, 11.5%, and 10%, respectively. Younger males, those with a higher body mass index, and patients with longer duration of anesthesia also had a higher incidence of severe pain. The duration of stay in the recovery room and longer time to discharge from the recovery room were also seen in patients with severe pain. Preoperative screening for risk stratification should include the pattern and predictive factors of postoperative pain in ambulatory surgery while developing a pain-treatment plan for prophylactic analgesic regimens and other analgesic approaches. In order to prevent delayed discharges and unanticipated hospital admissions, an opioid-sparing analgesic approach has also been suggested.7–9

**Assessment and treatment planning according to risk for pain control in ambulatory surgery**

A detailed preoperative pain history is extremely important for risk stratification and planning-treatment strategies to deliver optimal pain control perioperatively in the ambulatory setting.24,26 It is ideal to obtain this information a few days earlier than the planned surgery, and a thoughtful pain questionnaire would make it easy to gather this information for the patient and the caregivers. This questionnaire could include questions on site of pain, its frequency, durations of pain, types of medications, and dosages taken for the pain. Additional questions on history of substance abuse, depression and anxiety, sleep issues, poor pain control, and patient expectations, and patient caregivers would help to risk-stratify patients and develop a plan for treatment of pain preoperatively, intraoperatively, and postoperatively in the ambulatory surgery center. This questionnaire should be directed to enable the health care practitioner to get a sense of aberrant pain states due to abnormal processing, such as tolerance, substance abuse, partial-agonist therapy, history of chronic pain, and uncontrolled postoperative pain in the past, which would help in customized treatment planning to provide optimal pain relief perioperatively for each patient. It is advisable that the ambulatory pain specialist confer with the surgical team, the patients, and their families, as well as medical personnel, to gather input from all concerned to make a cohesive and effective plan for effective pain control before implementation of the pain-treatment plan in the ambulatory surgery center.

Once the risk of postoperative uncontrolled pain is determined, the next step would be to develop a plan for the provision of effective multimodal analgesia. To achieve optimum pain management, it is important first to determine the expectation of the patients in the form of goals to enable the caregiver to work closely with their patients.
to obtain patient satisfaction. These goals often could be to decrease risks associated with nonopioids, as well as to reduce the exposure to opioids, prevention of hyperalgesia, availability of additional analgesics for breakthrough pain, and implementation of regional anesthesia preoperatively or postoperatively.

Implementation of effective multimodal analgesic interventions and interventions for pain rescue

As per American Society of Anesthesiologists recommendations, patients having ambulatory surgery could take oral nonopioids, such as acetaminophen, gabapentin, and diclofenac or celecoxib with a sip of water before surgery to decrease the need for intravenous medications. These oral premedications combined with a regional anesthetic technique where applicable can result in optimum pain control. In addition to providing a safe anesthetic in the ambulatory surgery center, the health care providers should incorporate multimodal analgesia to provide a short and comfortable recovery-room stay, facilitate early discharge rehabilitation, and improve home recovery. The pain treatment, in addition to the implementation of multimodal analgesic interventions that would include rescue interventions, in the ambulatory care setting is often necessary to achieve optimum pain relief depending on the complexities of the pain problems, patient comorbidities, the type of surgery, and patient expectations. It is also always important to consider the cost of the interventions that may be needed after implementation of multimodal analgesic and rescue interventions to make the strategies viable in the long term in the ambulatory surgery center. Costs include services by personnel and supplies. It is important, however, to consider lowering costs without sacrificing patient safety. Appropriate control of acute pain with multimodal techniques would preemptively mitigate the development of chronic pain. There are medical and economic burdens associated with the transition of acute to chronic pain and the severity of chronic pain. Chronic pain leads to decreased functionality, greater work absences, and associated conditions, such as depression. In addition, chronic pain also impacts quality of life, with escalation of costs and utilization of health care resources. It is thus compelling to prevent chronic pain preemptively with optimum control of acute pain with multimodal approaches.

Interventions to control anxiety

Interventions to control severe anxiety can be with medications such as gabapentinoids preoperatively and benzodiazepines perioperatively. It is also worth noting that psychological factors also play a large role in the development of chronic pain following surgery. The National Center for Health Statistics in 2006 approximated that about a quarter of the population in the US experience recurring or chronic pain, of which 40% report suffering moderate-to-severe degrading impact. The majority of patients with chronic pain complain of multiple foci of pain. Rates of chronic pain increase with advancing age, ranging from 25% to 50%. A number of factors predict worse pain control and amplified analgesic demands in postoperative patients: psychological states, such as neuroticism, depression, and anxiety; age and sex; preoperative opioid use; and preexisting conditions of pain. Furthermore, some of the psychological conditions, namely depression, have been found to increase the probability of heightened perioperative pain experienced and opioid consumption.

Interventions in patients with history of chronic pain

It has been approximated that in the US, chronic pain not only affects functionality but is also a significant socioeconomic health problem, with an annual cost estimated to be as high as $100 billion. There remains a dispute and lack of general agreement about the utilization of opioids for treating chronic nonmalignant pain. The majority of the debate revolves around reservations regarding the long-term analgesic efficacy of opioids, the risk of side effects, potential for abuse, and dependence, and the capability of physicians in determining suitable patients to receive this form of treatment. Regardless, numerous guidelines for the treatment of chronic nonmalignant pain include opioids as a choice for therapy, particularly if more conventional treatment options have been ineffective.

At present, approximately two-thirds of all surgeries are performed in the ambulatory care setting. With the increase in the volume of ambulatory surgeries, there has been an increase in the number of patients with a history of chronic pain presenting for surgery in ambulatory surgery centers as well. Though most studies on the management of perioperative pain in patients with a history of chronic pain have been done in the inpatient setting, similar challenges could be faced in the management of chronic-pain patients in the ambulatory surgery setting.

The management of acute surgically inflicted pain in patients with underlying chronic pain treated with opioids is an area of pain management that needs to addressed and investigated. Gerbershagen et al studied whether the...
severity of preoperative chronic pain was a good predictor of acute postoperative pain in patients who had undergone radical prostatectomy. The study observed that patients with greater preoperative chronic pain complained of more intense acute pain postoperatively. With the belief and consideration that opioid drugs can help alleviate chronic pain, recover mood, and help recover daily functionality, many physicians have encouraged opioid pharmacotherapy for the management of chronic pain. In part because alternative methods for chronic-pain management remain limited, the utilization of opioid pharmacotherapy has outpaced the advance and progress of studies substantiating the benefits of opioid pharmacotherapy.41 A number of studies have been conducted that suggest that the use of opioids can cause perioperative hyperalgesia and overall increased animal and human sensitivity to noxious insult,38,41,42,43 while an evidence-based literature review of opioid-induced hyperalgesia was inconclusive.44

Chapman et al45 studied the severity of postoperative pain for 6 days in two groups of patients: those with preexisting chronic pain with opioid pharmacotherapy, and a matched control group, both undergoing general surgery and orthopedic surgery. The study found that the group of patients with preexisting chronic pain using opioids reported considerably greater levels of postoperative pain than the second group, and they also experienced a relatively delayed rate of resolution of the pain. A follow-up observational study followed 55 patients with preexisting chronic pain 2 weeks following surgery, of which 25 subjects did not utilize opioid pharmacotherapy and 30 subjects did.42 Daily postoperative pain with rest and movement was reported. The study found that there was a substantially greater level of pain throughout the study among the patients on opioid pharmacotherapy. There was no significant difference between the rates of pain resolution between the two groups of chronic-pain patients. The findings of this study thus supported evidence provided by animal studies that opioid-induced hyperalgesia is produced by the extended use of opioids.46,47 Patients suffering from chronic pain therefore require distinctive consideration for the management of their postoperative pain when they undergo surgical procedures.

Greater postoperative pain has been associated with a greater risk of chronic pain as a result of surgery.48 Consequently, aggressive management of postoperative pain may be particularly critical in patients with chronic pain, since they characterize a group that is especially at risk for and susceptible to complications and chronic postoperative pain.38

Patients with chronic pain are frequently treated preoperatively with COX inhibitors, opioids, coanalgesics, anticonvulsants, and antidepressants. Many of them have extended sedentary lifestyles and neurological deficits that may be associated with the adverse events, and complications of perioperative management, due to a combination of drug interactions, side effects, and issues with tolerability and tolerance. Overadministration and unsuitable doses of drugs are frequently seen issues among chronic-pain patients.49 Often, these patients also have decreased functionality of various organ systems, and are thus at greater risk for adverse physiological reactions of the neuroendocrine system to pain.50 In addition, patients suffering from chronic pain often underreport and undervalue their usage of drugs. This propensity is more predominantly observed in female patients and in patients taking opioid analgesics in comparison to other drugs.51 Caretakers may also tend to overemphasize addiction, tolerance, and sedation due to analgesics, but underestimate the effect of COX inhibitors and coanalgesics on pain.32

On the day of the procedure, some patients may neglect to take their daily opioid dose, either due to instructions to not take medications on the day of the surgery or because they erroneously think that they should not take their oral opioid dose since oral intake of liquids and solids are discouraged.

Giving partial-opioid agonists, including nalbuphine or buprenorphine, to patients chronically on opioids may cause sudden opioid withdrawals and should be avoided. Though minimal doses of partial-opioid agonists are helpful in patients who are opioid-naïve for the purpose of relieving side effects, such as nausea and pruritus, commonly caused by full agonists, their utilization in chronic-pain patients dependent on opioids remains complex and necessitates close observation and constant management.38 It would be prudent to consider inpatient admission for complicated opioid-dependent patients to determine the amount of oral opioid necessary to control their pain.

**Interventions in chronically opioid-consuming patients**

There is a dearth of information on the management of patients chronically on opioids perioperatively when presenting for surgery in the ambulatory setting. Preoperatively, the preoperative clinic personnel, surgical team, and anesthesia team participating in the care of the patients should identify patients who are administered opioids chronically. Since the lowest daily opioid dose that appreciably increases postoperative requirements for opioids remains undetermined, all patients should be educated about the possibility of increased opioid needs and intensified pain postoperatively. Furthermore, they should be notified of other available analgesic
methods that complement opioids. Patients who chronically consume opioids should not forgo their daily dose of opioid on the day of the procedure, particularly if significant doses of long-acting opioids are regularly taken, in order to prevent withdrawal.38

However, it goes without question that the patient will need their preoperative opioid dose or opioid equivalent as the starting dosage to which additional opioid must be added according to the patient’s need to avoid withdrawal and to cover the nociception created by the surgical intervention.38 This could be as much as three times higher than the expected opioid dose in nonchronic pain (opioid-naïve) patients.35 It must be remembered that epidural opioids do not cover the systemic need created by chronic oral opioid administration.

Underreporting the usage of drugs is more predominate in female patients and in patients taking opioid analgesics in comparison to other drugs.51 As a result, inadequate management perioperatively may go overlooked and may cause withdrawal.30 Preoperative history-taking by the caretakers may also tend to overemphasize addiction, tolerance, and sedation due to analgesics, but underestimate the effect of COX inhibitors and coanalgesics on pain and underestimate dependence.32 Intraoperatively throughout the procedure, the necessary amount of opioid is made up of the preoperative daily dose of opioid taken regularly and the dose of opioid required by surgical stimulation. The most suitable opioids to administer to replace the opioid dose taken chronically appear to be long-acting opioids, since reasonably steady plasma concentrations of opioids are attainable. Frequently, the utilization of a continuous opioid infusion is the optimal method to deliver a stable serum concentration in cases where the oral route is not available perioperatively. Though the utilization of short-acting opioids can be sufficient for relieving short-lasting stimulation inflicted by the surgical procedure, their sole administration in chronic-pain patients on opioids may potentially cause withdrawal or inadequately controlled pain postoperatively. Postoperatively, it can be challenging to catch up on opioid dosing, due to unavoidable delays in procuring and giving opioids at the bedside, the potential hesitance of staff in the recovery room to dispense an adequately high dose of opioid, and the high intensity of pain that patients may feel. It must be remembered that patients who chronically take even modest amounts of opioids preoperatively (such as <50 mg/day oral morphine equivalents) will usually need their baseline opioid dose in addition to two- or more-fold the dose of opioids regularly given for well-controlled pain in opioid-naïve patients.35,50 It would be prudent to consider inpatient admission for patients with chronic use of opioids after ambulatory surgery, if presenting a challenge for pain control, for approximately 24 hours to determine the amount of oral opioid to be administered.

In chronically opioid-consuming patients, the shift to an oral opioid requires particular attentiveness. Inpatients need opioids for a comparatively extended duration of time epidurally or intravenously relative to those required in opioid-naïve patients.4 There is no widely acknowledged guideline as to the method in which postoperative transition to an oral opioid regimen is optimally accomplished in outpatients. Carroll et al3 recommended (for inpatients) converting the intravenous dose into its equivalent oral dose, giving half to two-thirds of this amount as a long-acting opioid, and keeping the remaining dose available as an administered short-acting opioid as needed. In effect, short-acting opioids can address any breakthrough pain, and long-acting opioids can function as a stable baseline of pain management. As postoperative pain begins to diminish, reducing the dosage of a short-acting opioid seems to be an effective method in reducing the total dose of opioids administered daily.

Because such opioids as methadone with long half-lives can gradually accumulate, titration of the drugs should be done with care, in order to avoid overdose. Postoperatively, administering 1.5-fold the preoperative opioid dose orally, in addition to patient-controlled analgesic intravenous opioids for breakthrough pain, until the surgical pain begins to diminish has proved an effective method. Otherwise, patients can also be given the option of taking patient-controlled intravenous opioids for the initial 24–48 hours postoperatively, during which opioid demands are altering most quickly. Following that window, the total amount of opioids given intravenously can be changed to a daily dose administered orally appropriate for managing the pain, as mentioned earlier.3

The perioperative management of patients who are chronically consuming opioids for pain management needs to be considered with caution for a number of reasons. First, administration of opioids continues to be an integral part of postoperative pain-management regimens, even with a history of significant chronic use. Also, the change from preoperative to postoperative opioids can be quite challenging to manage. It is also important to keep in mind that a sufficient dose of opioids needs to be sustained in order to avoid opioid withdrawal.3 Long-term administration of opioids may necessitate an increase in the dosage of opioids
needed to maintain the appropriate level of analgesia. This phenomenon is most commonly attributed to the development of tolerance, but increases in dosage may also be explained by a variety of factors, including the advancement of the underlying disease that is causing the chronic pain. The literature has also demonstrated that patients on opioids chronically report greater postoperative pain, despite also consuming threefold more opioids postoperatively in a case-controlled retrospective study of 360 patients who had nonmalignant or malignant pain.

**Interventions in patients with opioid-induced hypersensitivity**

An increasing number of studies suggest that long-term use of opioids causes changes in pain sensitivity. Recent literature offers a reason for the adverse effect of opioids, which must be taken into consideration: opioid-induced hyperalgesia. This body of literature asserts that the administration of opioids may prompt hypersensitivity to pain. Studies with human subjects suggest that hyperalgesia is seen with acute opioid withdrawal and resolves rapidly following termination of the opioid administration. Studies with human subjects suggest that patients who are maintained on methadone are hyperalgesic in comparison to individuals who were previously addicted, and significantly more hyperalgesic than control subjects. Hyperalgesia has also been recorded in patients on other opioid-dependent populations and patients who are on slow-release oral morphine.

Despite the extensive literature on opioid-induced hyperalgesia in patients maintained on methadone, there is minimal knowledge on the modifications of pain sensitivity in chronic-pain patients given opioids, though studies suggest that these patients experience reformed sensitivity to acute pain, with hyperalgesia and allodynia being manifestations of neuropathic pain in the clinical setting. Notably, studies suggest that there is no significant difference in values of threshold of pain when patients with nonopioid analgesics are compared to patients with chronic pain receiving opioid treatment.

However, an initial prospective pilot study based on patients with chronic low-back pain found that administration of oral morphine for a month was associated with decreased cold-pressor tolerance times. Hay et al conducted an observational study to determine whether pain sensitivity in patients maintained on methadone for dependence therapy was comparable to that in patients with noncancerous chronic pain on either morphine or methadone, relative to pain sensitivity reported in a control group via cold-pressor tests and electrical stimulation. The study found that chronic-pain patients managed with methadone and opioids demonstrated hyperalgesia when gauged by the cold-pressor test, but not by the electrical stimulation test.

**Interventions of wound injection and lavage**

Direct delivery of local analgesics to the surgical wound site can diminish postoperative opioid demands, and can be considered a management option when other regional methods are not appropriate. Studies with human subjects suggest that the use of regional anesthesia provides numerous benefits, especially in patients taking opioids chronically. However, patients who have developed a dependence on opioids will still require regularly administered doses of opioid in order to avoid withdrawals and cover their chronic-pain needs, which may not be affected by the surgery. For instance, patients who chronically take opioids for low-back pain and are undergoing knee surgery will need analgesia for both after the surgical procedure. Studies have shown that the joint use of epidural opioids and intravenously administered opioids for breakthrough pain was adequate for counteracting any potential withdrawals. In a number of other studies on inpatients, the joint use of intravenously administered opioids and epidural opioids for breakthrough pain was adequate for counteracting any potential withdrawals.
Opioid-sparing effects have been observed when a number of regional techniques have been employed, such as in the lower extremities, including femoral, lumbar plexus, paravertebral, and sciatic nerve blocks. Methods that utilize continuous catheters are especially attractive for delivering continuous pain control postoperatively. In the ambulatory setting, substantial opioid-sparing effects and optimal pain management have been demonstrated in patients given a continuous femoral nerve block that utilizes bupivacaine in those undergoing repair of the anterior cruciate ligament. It has been most commonly studied in the 3-in-1 and femoral nerve blocks. For instance, a study based on 1,338 patients who underwent total hip arthroplasty demonstrated analogous pain control in those treated with intravenous patient-controlled opioid analgesia, patient-controlled epidural analgesia, and those given a continuous 3-in-1 block. Of note, the patients who were administered a 3-in-1 block reported the best satisfaction. Substantial opioid-sparing effects and optimal pain management have been demonstrated in patients given a continuous femoral nerve block that utilizes bupivacaine in those undergoing repair of the anterior cruciate ligament. Comparable observations regarding the femoral block have been found in patients undergoing popliteal bypass surgery.

For upper-extremity surgeries, opioid-sparing effects have been seen with the use of supraclavicular, interscalene, and axillary blocks. Though the majority of anesthesiologists are accustomed to single-bolus methods for peripheral nerve blocks, the insertion of catheters for extended administration of local anesthetics is becoming more common. Pain control has been found to be better in patients receiving blocks such as continuous interscalene or axillary blocks than in patients receiving intramuscular or intravenous opioids. There was improved patient satisfaction and reduced opioid consumption in the patients receiving blocks in the postoperative period as compared to those patients receiving intramuscular or intravenous opioids. Though regional methods that utilize catheters can offer several days of pain management, injection of a single bolus may still be effective if insertion of a catheter is not possible. Other studies have observed opioid-sparing effects in single-injection methods in the immediate postoperative period.

The use of regional anesthesia provides numerous benefits, and could be especially helpful in chronically opioid-consuming patients. For instance, patients who chronically take opioids for low-back pain and are undergoing knee surgery will need analgesia for both after the surgical procedure. A number of studies have reported cases of opioid withdrawal postoperatively when intrathecal opioids or epidurals were utilized solely for the purpose of perioperative pain management in patients who have developed an opioid dependence. On the other hand, in a number of other studies on inpatients, the joint use of intravenously administered opioids and epidural opioids for breakthrough pain was adequate for counteracting any potential withdrawals. Carroll et al asserted that routine day-to-day systemic delivery of minimally half of the dose of opioid given preoperatively is adequate to avoid withdrawal when regional anesthesia is utilized.

Interventions to control postoperative nausea and vomiting

In addition to pain, postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) are the most common complaints after general anesthesia. PONV could be due to a number of factors. These include pharmacological agents, such as inhalational anesthetics and opioids, patient-related factors, such as migraine, anxiety, motion sickness, and female sex, and the extent and nature of the surgery. Commonly used antiemetics include dopaminergic and cholinergic antagonists, such as prochlorperazine, promethazine, diphenhydramine, 5-HT, and 5-HT, serotonin blockers, and glucocorticoids. It is important preoperatively to identify patients at high risk of PONV, provide PONV prophylaxis with the most effective antiemetic single-therapy and combination-therapy regimens, including nonpharmacologic approaches and plan for strategies for treatment of PONV to prevent delay in discharge from hospital and unexpected admissions.

Conclusion

Notwithstanding the established acknowledgment that the management of postoperative pain is both undertreated and common, a significant number of patients continue to report moderate-to-severe pain postoperatively. Severe postoperative pain is associated with a greater risk of cardiovascular and pulmonary complications and longer recovery periods following inpatient procedures, and is the most commonly seen cause of unanticipated admissions to the hospital after ambulatory surgery and postponed discharge.

With the continuing rise in the number of ambulatory surgeries, attention to the perioperative pain management of patients in the ambulatory setting is crucial.

The intricacies of evaluation and optimum treatment of pain within a short period in the setting of ambulatory surgery of a variety of medical and sometimes serious conditions make optimum pain control in the ambulatory care setting truly challenging. The concept of an ambulatory pain-management provider overseeing care for patients with a history...
of pain issues, substance abuse, and/or chronic pain, as well as overseeing pain control in the PACU of the ambulatory surgery center, could be critical to the ever-growing community we serve. Ambulatory pain control can be highly complex, and is probably best accomplished through risk stratification, multidisciplinary communication, the use of multimodal analgesia, which can include regional anesthesia also, and other interventions when strategies fall short preoperatively.

There is a need for increased clinical research on quality of care in the ambulatory surgery setting, such as early intervention when problematic pain issues are recognized, in order to prevent emergency room visits, delayed discharges, and unplanned admissions. Interventions include control of anxiety, managing patients with a history of chronic pain, chronic opioid use, and the prevention of pain flare-ups in patients who are opioid-dependent and/or taking part in substance-abuse programs. New interventions will also be necessary when current multimodal analgesia modalities are insufficient or ineffective. It is always important to consider the cost of the interventions that may be needed after implementation of multimodal analgesia to make the strategies viable in the long term. Immediate hospital costs include services by physicians, supplies, and other resources. However, the cost of unplanned hospital admissions, returns to the emergency room for pain that is out of control, and the development of chronic pain as a result of poorly controlled acute pain is much more costly to the patient, society, and the health care system.

With the increasing need for optimum pain control in ambulatory surgery centers, the authors recommend a new concept wherein an ambulatory pain specialist oversees a clinical program of ambulatory pain control in each ambulatory center to facilitate the implementation of customized treatment plans to provide optimum pain control to all patients undergoing outpatient surgery. In addition, more research in the patterns and predictive factors of severe pain in ambulatory surgery and the multimodal management of acute surgically inflicted pain in patients with underlying chronic pain treated with opioids is needed.
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